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ACCESSORIES

Pict. Item-No. Length
A Super-rod-holder  telescopic. 2-piece

 8935 003 55-95 cm

B Rod-holder  telescopic adjustable. A super rod cradle. Extra sturdy.

 8935 005 bis 120 cm

C Rod-holder  XL Heavy-duty for strong rods. Ideal for catfish anglers, pike etc

 8935 006 80 cm

D Rod-Holder X-Heavy / Stationary Rod-Holder
This very sturdy rod holder of strong metal construction is freely adjustable 
to the angle of the angling rod. Additionally, it features a second foot that 
adds more stability and prevents the rod from turning (even when angling 
in strong river currents). It is also ideal for use as a rod-holder when using 
longer stationary rods.

 8935 004 44-90 cm

E Rod-Holder X-Heavy with integrated Umbrella-Holder
This very sturdy rod holder of strong metal construction with integrated 
umbrella-holder is freely adjustable to the angle of the angling rod. Additionally, 
it features a second foot that adds more stability and prevents the rod from 
turning (even when angling in strong river currents). It is also ideal for use as 
a rod-holder when using longer stationary rods.

 8935 007 50-120 cm

The angle of the rod is 
continuously adjustable. 

The angle of the rod is 
continuously adjustable. 
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Pict. Item-No. Length

A Rod-holder Tripod. Telescopically adjustable Attractive design. 
Comes with 3 V-rod cradles in luminous red.

 8916 008 60-100 cm

B
Rod-holder stand – for the professional angler. High quality model – 
attractive design. Ideal for Match-Feeder-Bolognese or Sbirolino rods. 
Telescopically adjustable.

 8932 007 35-50,5 cm

C Tripod with English threading. 2 different sizes.

 8932 002 41-70 cm

D Pole-angling roller with professional-tripod/stand. 
Very high quality and professional model. Good stability with double 
adjustable telescopic legs.

 8932 009 44-90 cm

E Rod-holder “Triangle”. Excellent 3-sections tripod for all types of angling. 
Sturdy aluminum. Length telescopically adjustable.

 8916 007 50-120 cm

F Professional Roller on an adjustable telescopic stand. 
Made of aluminum – with good stability. Legs telescopically adjustable.

 8932 008 39-54,5 cm




